An event by

Having organised events for many years now, we
are often asked by suppliers, manufacturers,
buyers and the like if we can arrange to put
people together in one room at one time. As a
provider of security products and services, you
genuinely want to meet new people and network
with potential customers ie people who genuinely
are in the market for things new and innovative
Thank you for a thoroughly well organised, beneficial
and have (if not right now) the budget to spend.
and enjoyable event. I was very pleased with each of
You don’t, however, want time-wasters. In other
my meetings even the extra one Liz insisted I attend
and on Friday when I drove away at the end I felt
words, you need a filter, to get to know just
satisfied that my time had been well used and some
worthwhile business had been done.
those potential customers that you want to
Kevin Hall, Openview
know. So we bring you a special event that does
just this. It will be for a handful of exhibitors to meet a carefully selected group of
industry related people that either buy or recommend products and services; some will
know each other whilst some will not.
We appreciate that this needs to be a memorable and enjoyable experience for all
concerned with a bit of work thrown in, so we chose a venue that can meet all
expectations, deliver all of our needs and make the event special – that being the world
famous Twickenham Stadium on the outskirts of London.
Day 1 starts on 22 March in Lock No 4 on level 3 of the stadium where we will meet at
10 am for registration, introductions and an overview of the event. We then arrange a
day of 30 minute appointments where attendees
can discuss requirements and solutions with
manufacturers including lunch. These appointments
will be matched to ensure that there is a genuine
requirement from both manufacturer and delegate
to avoid time wasting.
After guests have checked into their bedrooms at
the Marriott Hotel (which is integrated into the
stadium) and had chance to freshen up, we have organised a full tour of the stadium so
that guests can see behind the scenes of this iconic venue.
A great, well organised event which made a perfect stage for us to discuss Dedicated Micros products with high quality consultants,
integrators and end users. I look forward to attending next year.
Simon Nash, Dedicated Micros

On the evening of 22 March, all of us will come
together for a relaxed 3 course dinner in the
stunning Member’s Lounge overlooking the
stadium (pictured right) including hosted bar and
entertainment to encourage more networking
opportunities to keep everyone happy.
Day 2 After breakfast on 23 March, we will
arrange a further morning of 30 minute
appointments in your private meeting rooms on
level 3 of the stadium. We will finish at 1pm where
will where you will be free to stay for lunch or leave
for home or the office.

Just wanted to say that thanks to both of you for a
really great event. I thoroughly enjoyed the food
networking (and the impromptu Lions training session)
and wanted to thank you for considering me as part of
this special event once again which I definitely find of
benefit and value
Nick Johnson, IJA Associates

In total exhibitors will have sixteen 30 minute
appointments over the two days. For your exhibition space, you have a private and
enclosed room with no distractions and can engage in secure discussions. What you put
in that room is up to you – either equipment
demos or presentation on laptop and banners
etc. All of our attendees will be high level
decision makers and influencers who have been
specially selected. We want this event to be a
great success for all our attendees so won’t be
wasting anyone’s time! The plan is that even if
you don’t have an appointment with every
delegate you should go away from the event
knowing everyone who attended and having made some firm business connections.
Exhibition Private Room (inc one attendee)

(Extra attendee(s) £400 per person)
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